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Abstract 
 
 
The need for better ways of handling different information-systems is a 
hot issue, especially the task of integrating different information-
systems into one. This is the idea behind EBI-systems Platinatm-product.  
 
The assignment of this master’s thesis has been to develop a working 
version of a PIE eDirectory Module (eDir Module), which is to be used 
directly in a customer’s fully working Novell eDirectory system. The 
adapter extracts user and group information from Novell eDirectory and 
inserts it into the Platinatm Integration Engine (PIE). This report 
covers the process of analyzing information and the development of this 
adapter. 
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Sammanfattning 
 
Behovet av bättre sätt att hantera olika informationssystem är ett 
omtalat ämne I dagens Sverige och då speciellt gällande integreringen 
av olika informationssystem till ett enda system. Detta är grundidén 
bakom EBI-Systems produkt Platina. 
 
Uppdraget för denna rapport var att skapa en modul för Platina som 
skulle ta till sig den information som finns I Novell eDirectory 
system. Grupp och andvändar information skulle hämtas, omvandlas och 
överföras till PIE (Platina Integration Engine) via LDAP-anrop. 
Rapporten skildrar hela utvecklingsförloppet från förarbete, design 
till fungerande produkt.  
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 The 24-hour Authority Vision 
 
The vision of a 24-hour public agency is something that is currently a 
hot topic. A public management that with cooperation and efficient IT-
support creates high accessibility, rapidly supplies information 
services and performs errands for citizens and industry. All citizens 
shall be able to get the same high quality of service regardless of 
sex, race, education, location or monthly income.  
 
The person that hands in an application or errand should have the 
possibility of insight into and oversight of the process. What state 
the process is in and when it is estimated to be finished. It should 
also be possible to express opinions to the government and by that 
means vitalize the democratic process. Through the use of efficient IT-
support the demand for increased service, higher accessibility and 
faster process time can be met. Among many public agencies the work 
toward this vision has come a long way, but some have hardly begun. 
 
EBI-systems [2] in Skellefteå is developing a program for just this 
purpose called Platinatm. This system gathers information from different 
systems and presents it in a friendly manner. Our part in this will be 
to develop an adapter that handles the communication between Novell 
eDirectory and this program. EBI-systems has a customer who wants to 
import their Novell eDirectory information with their newly installed 
Platinatm System. This will further enhance information handling within 
their organization, and hopefully, make it a lot easier and less time 
consuming.  

1.2 The Task 
 
The purpose of this thesis is to specify, develop and document an 
adapter for the Platinatm Integration Engine (PIE). This adapter shall 
be able to retrieve user and group information using LDAP, primarily 
from Novell eDirectory and deliver this to the PIE. The PIE then takes 
this information, goes through a set of database tables, and decides 
what will be saved in the Platinatm Server Database. The PIE acts as a 
translator between the various types of adapters connected to it, and 
the Platinatm Server that holds all the information. We decided to name 
this adapter PIE eDirectory Module (eDir Module) in this report. 
 
A GUI should also be implemented where it, during installation, will be 
able to set what kind of information to extract and be able to update 
this at either given points in time or after a predefined event.  
In this GUI the user shall be able to choose what to synchronize (among 
users and groups) and also be able to link the Novell eDirectory 
attributes to the PIE attributes. 
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1.2.1 Requirements and Aids. 

 
EBI-systems had some guidelines and requirements from their part that 
we had to follow. They were: 
 

• Use LDAP for communication with the Novell eDirectory.  
• Develop in Visual Studio .NET C#. 
• Commented code. 
• Document the finished adapter (a manual). 
• Deliver a working adapter that can extract information about 

users and groups from Novell eDirectory and send this into the 
Platinatm Integration engine (PIE).  

• Deliver an update function to keep the PIE synchronized with 
Novell eDirectory. 

 
We received some classes to extend. These classes aided us in dataset 
configuration (what attributes that are presently available in the PIE 
for us to link from eDirectory) and data logging (methods to add 
messages to a log). We did however have the option to add our own log, 
separate from the PIE log. The PIE log mainly posts general messages 
that can be hard to understand (or that you get very little information 
from). We also received an executable file of their PIE engine so we 
would have something to test our adapter against, and a laptop with all 
the software that we needed for development installed. 

1.2.2 Secondary Objectives 

 
If time allowed, we were to implement a GUI for the PIE eDirectory 
Module (eDir Module). This GUI would be used, by the customers, to 
install and configure the eDir Module on their own system. There were 
no requirements for its completion to finish this thesis project, but 
rather a useful tool that EBI-systems wouldn’t have to implement 
themselves. However, this GUI would prove to be a very important part 
of our project. 

1.3 Related Work 
 
Other companies have their own products and solutions similar to the 
PIE and its adapters, and how these are implemented are well-kept 
company secrets. The LDAP part handling the communication with Novell 
eDirectory has many open source solutions (regarding system calls and 
methods). These will be handled later in this report (See section 2.2 
LDAP). 
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1.4 Summary of the Report 
 
In this report we will start off by presenting some background 
information, in Chapter 2, which is necessary to know for the further 
understanding of the report. In Chapter 3 we discuss our analysis for 
the adapter and follow this up by the design in Chapter 4. Our 
implementation comes in Chapter 5 and there we will give an overview of 
the problems that occurred during our work with the eDir Module. 
Finally we have our conclusion and future work gathered in Chapter 6 
followed by references and the Appendix, which contains a brief manual 
of the GUI. 
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2 Background 
Before we could start on the design and implementation of the PIE 
eDirectory Module (eDir Module), we had to do some background research 
about the product. In this chapter we start off with what Novell [1] 
eDirectory is and its structure. We also mention a bit about a tool 
called ConsoleOne [3] that is used to help set up a tree structure in 
eDirectory. 
 
From there we move on to describing LDAP in Section 2.2 and then the 
Platinatm Integration Engine (PIE) in Section 2.3. 
 
Since this eDir Module is dependant upon database information we have 
included a Section (2.4) about SQL databases and stored procedures. 
We finish this chapter off by introducing Microsoft .NET and C#, as 
this is our developing environment.  

2.1 Novell eDirectory 
 
In short, Novell eDirectory is a tree-based directory service that 
allows businesses to manage identities and security access for 
employees, customers and partners. More simply put, eDirectory is a 
list of objects that represent network resources such as network user 
accounts, servers, printers, print queues and applications. It provides 
centralized identity management, infrastructure, net-wide security and 
scalability to all types of applications running behind and beyond a 
firewall. The latest version, 8.7.x, introduces Web-based and wireless 
management capabilities. This allows users to access and manage the 
directory from a Web browser and a variety of handheld devices.  
 

2.1.1 ConsoleOne 
 
ConsoleOne [3], as shown in Figure 1, is a tool from Novell that allows 
you to configure Novell eDirectory. 
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                          Figure 1: Screenshot from Novell’s ConsoleOne. 
 
We used this program to set our up own eDirectory tree and fill it with 
information. This tree was then used to test our module against and 
learn how to send and receive data between Novell eDirectory and our 
module. ConsoleOne is freeware and can be downloaded from Novell’s 
homepage directly. 

2.1.2 Tree Structure and Container Objects in eDirectory 

 
Novell eDirectory organizes its objects in a tree structure, starting 
with the TREE object (or Root as it was called in previous releases). 
 
Container objects allow one to manage other objects in sets, rather 
than individually.  
 
A complete table of all container objects in Novell eDirectory can be 
seen in Figure 2. 
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ConsoleOne 
Icon 

Container Object 
(Abbreviation) 

Description 

 Tree Represents the beginning of your tree. 

 Country (C) Designates the countries where your network resides and 
organizes other directory objects within the country. 

 License Container 
(LC) 

Created automatically when you install a license certificate 
or create a metering certificate using Novell Licensing 
Services (NLS) technology. When an NLS-enabled application 
is installed, it adds a License Container object to the tree 
and a License Certificate leaf object to that container. 

 Organization (O) Helps you organize other objects in the directory. The 
Organization object is a level below the Country object (if 
you use the Country object). 

 Organizational 
Unit (OU) 

Helps you to further organize other objects in the directory. 
The Organizational Unit object is a level below the 
Organization object.  

 Domain (DC) Helps you to further organize other objects in the directory. 
The Domain object can be created under the Tree object or 
under Organization, Organizational Unit and Country objects. 

Figure 2: Table of container objects in Novell eDirectory. 
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2.1.3 Leaf Object Classes 

 
In Figure 3 we have the leaf objects of Novell eDirectory. 

ConsoleOne 
Icon 

Leaf Object Description 

 AFP Server Represents an AppleTalk* Filing Protocol server that operates as 
a node on your eDirectory network. It usually also acts as a 
NetWare router too, and the AppleTalk server for, several 
Macintosh* computers. 

 Alias Points to the actual location of an object in the directory. Any 
directory object located in one place in the directory can also 
appear to be in another place in the directory by using an Alias.  

 Application Represents a network application. Application objects simplify 
administrative tasks such as assigning rights, customizing login 
scripts, and launching applications. 

 Computer Represents a computer on the network. 

 Directory Map Refers to a directory in the file system.  

 Group Assigns a name to a list of User objects in the directory. You can 
assign rights to the group instead of to each user; then the 
rights transfer to each user in the group.  

 License 
Certificate 

Use with NLS technology to install product license certificates as 
objects in the database. License Certificate objects are added 
to the Licensed Product container when an NLS-aware 
application is installed. 

 Organizational 
Role 

Defines a position or role within an organization.  

 Print Queue Represents a network print queue. 

 Print Server Represents a network print server. 

 Printer Represents a network printing device. 

 Profile Represents a login script used by a group of users who need to 
share common login script commands. The users don't have to 
be in the same container.  

 Server Represents a server running any operating system.  

 Template Represents standard User object properties that can be applied 
to new User objects. 

 Unknown Represents an object for which ConsoleOne has no custom icon. 

 User Represents the people who use your network.  

 Volume Represents a physical volume on the network.  

Figure 3: Leaf Objects of Novell eDirectory 
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This thesis’s work is mainly about the User and Group nodes. But 
functions for some of the others are implemented and ready for use in 
the future. 
 
With these container and leaf objects a person can set up a structured 
tree over a company or organization. Here we have only mentioned the 
important parts of this program concerning our project, and we leave 
the rest for the interested to find on Novell’s homepage by themselves. 
  

2.2 LDAP 
 
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) [6] is an open-standard 
protocol that is used to access information from directory services 
over Internet or intranets. It has become the de facto standard for 
accessing information from directory services such as Novell’s 
eDirectory. 

2.2.1 Quick History 
 
As the X.500 directory specifications were being developed, a directory 
access protocol (DAP) was formulated. The DAP protocol specification 
has a lot of overhead and not many people developed clients or 
applications for DAP. A group of people at the University of Michigan 
realized that if they could reduce the overhead in the DAP 
specification; they could get the same directory information out more 
quickly and with smaller clients. They named this new protocol 
specification the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP - RFC 
1777). 
 
After a maturation phase in the early and mid-1990s, LDAP exploded into 
the mainstream of enterprise and Internet software environments. Just a 
few years ago, only researchers and a few brave souls doing pilot 
projects concerned themselves with this new protocol for sharing and 
accessing directory information. Today, one of the requirements of any 
major enterprise-level or Internet-oriented application is to be able 
to use an existing shared resource for user information, 
authentication, and authorization. Nowadays that resource, in a great 
many cases is an LDAP compatible directory. 
 

2.2.2 The LDAP Entry and Special Attributes 
 
LDAP Entry 
 
An LDAP entry is basically a record in the LDAP database. It can be 
anything from a user to a coffee machine (as long as it’s connected to 
the network). LDAP entries are composed of a number of attributes and 
their values. Each entry has a special attribute called the 
distinguished name (DN), which is the unique name of the entry. 
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Distinguished Name (DN) 
 
A Distinguished Name is a special attribute in a LDAP entry. The DN 
must be unique in the LDAP tree (or namespace), in other word there can 
not be another entry within the tree with the same DN. The DN describes 
the attributes in the tree (the navigation path) that will reach the 
specific entry required OR the search start entry.  
 
A DN is comprised of a series of Relative Distinguished Names (RDNs), 
and those are found by walking up the tree to its root. This can be 
clearly seen as the DN is written from left to right. The following 
example illustrates:  
 

 
         Figure 4: The breakdown of a DN 
 
In Figure 4 we have selected the commonName (CN) attribute as our RDN 
because it is unique at this level in the directory. This gives a full 
DN of: 
 
DN: cn=Robert Smith,ou=people,dc=example,dc=com 
 
 
commonName (CN) 
 
The commonName (CN) is used, as the name implies, to be an Entry’s more 
common name. It is a name by which an object is commonly known in a 
particular context, such as within an organization. The CN does not 
need to be unique in LDAP namespace thus there can be more than one 
Entry with the same CN. The CN is usually used to be a part of the DN. 
 
 
Global Unique Identifier (GUID) 
 
This is not a standard LDAP attribute but a special identifier 
implemented and used by eDirectory. It contains a 128 bits guaranteed 
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unique value. No other object in the directory can have the same value. 
It is not the same as the DN.   
 
 
modifyTimeStamp 
 
Contains the time and date when the last modification was done on this 
entry. 
 
The syntax of the date/time is: YYYYMMDDttmmssZ (the Z marks the end of 
the string). 
 
For example: 
 20040629185933Z = date: 2004-06-29 time: 18:59:33 
 
ObjectClass 
 
Contains an unordered list of object-classes. These classes are the 
fully expanded set of super classes for the object to which this 
attribute is assigned. 
Example of object-classes would be: 
 

• User 
• Group 
• Admin 

 

2.2.3 Searching in LDAP 
 
The Search function [7] in LDAP is a little different compared to 
regular search just because all information can be stored in different 
structures. Besides a search filter one must also define things as the 
search base and the search scope. 
 
Search Base 
 
Because of the different structures the database can store entries in, 
one does not always want to start a search from the “root”. Depending 
on the design of the database and search filter it can be more 
efficient to start elsewhere in the structure, by specifying a 
different search base. The chosen search base is called the base 
branch. 
 
Search Scope 
 
To increase efficiency and/or decrease the number of false hits, one 
can limit the search by specifying a search depth. The search depth can 
range from only searching the base branch (see above), to a full search 
of all underlying branches. 
 
Search Filter 
 
The search filter defines the entries that will be returned by the 
search. It works by sorting out the entries whose attributes 
corresponds to the statement (or statements). 
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An LDAP search filter is basically constructed by adding three 
different components (attribute, value and filter type) together. 
 

• Attribute is the LDAP attribute. 
• Value is the value that one wants to compare with. 
• Filter type is either a Boolean expression (And (&), Or (|), Not 

(!)) or a mathematic expression (equal- (=), approx- (~=), 
greater- (>=), less than (<=)). 

 
By merging two or more filters together with filter types one can make 
very complex and precise search filter.   
 
For a more detailed description of the LDAP search filter-grammar 
please consult the RFC 2254 [7] and RFC 2251 [8]. 
 
If one for example were looking for all users with a title of engineer, 
the search filter would be ((objecttype=user)&(title=engineer)). 
 
 

2.2.4 Synchronous / Asynchronous Search 
 
Searching in LDAP can be conducted either in a synchronous or 
asynchronous way. The synchronous search will hold until the search is 
complete and all results are delivered. This means that no other work 
can be done during the search. The synchronous search is not very 
useful for large number of hit results, or if the results require a 
large amount of post-processing. 
 
The asynchronous search is the opposite. The search results are 
delivered as soon as they are found so that other work can be done in 
between the search results. Not as fast as the synchronous search on 
small numbers of hit results, the asynchronous search is more efficient 
when post-processing is required because the post-processing can 
commence immediately after the first result is returned. 
 
 

2.3 PLATINA™ Integration Engine (PIE) 
 
The Platinatm Integration Engine (PIE) is the tool that makes it possible 
for Platinatm to communicate with other systems and databases. 
The PIE is a message handler that can be used to automatically start a 
diary and send it in a predestined flow through an organization based 
on an application such as e-mail. In Figure 5 is a block diagram of 
Platinatm and where the PIE is located in this system.  
 
Another example of how the PIE can be used is publishing documents from 
Platinatm to external web pages. There PIE can automatically publish 
documents and also meta-data in the form of XML for further use. For 
example, it can merge a company’s sales system, storage system and 
accounts system into one, connect this to a portal, and there give 
their employees a better overall view over orders, stock and so on. 
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PIE is a server application based upon Microsoft Message Que (MSMQ) 
that runs as a service. Today PIE consists of a number of connectors to 
be able to integrate Platinatm with certain other systems in an easy 
way, e.g. e-mail, scanners, ECOS/Winbär. These connectors are general 
and make it possible to communicate through standard interfaces. For 
each connector, an adapter is created that is used for specific calls 
or applications. It is a connector/adapter for eDirectory that is the 
subject of this thesis. 
 
In short, the PIE is a tool that receives information from the adapters 
and then takes care of this information and transfers it to the 
Platinatm Server, in the proper format and location. Because certain 
information about Platinatm is confidential, we cannot go more in depth 
about the PIE.  
 
 
 

 
Figure 5: Picture showing a simple layout of the flow within PLATINA. 
 
In Figure 5 we see a simple layout of a Platinatm system. Our LDAP part 
in the Adapter receives information from Novell eDirectory, converts 
this into readable data for the PIE. The PIE then takes this data, 
examines it and saves this in a temporary database. At a convenient 
time, the PIE then transfers this data, via the API, to the Platinatm 

system (which can be seen as a big database). 
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2.4 SQL Databases and Stored Procedures 
 
All settings and information are stored in a MS SQL Server database. We 
had to learn how to handle this and use stored procedures.  
 

2.4.1 SQL 
 
SQL or Structured Query Language is an ANSI standardized query language 
for accessing and manipulating database systems. It was first 
introduced as a commercial database system in 1979. SQL statements are 
used to retrieve and update data in a database. SQL works with database 
programs such as MS Access, DB2, Oracle, Sybase and as in our case, MS 
SQL Server. There are many different versions of the SQL language, but 
they all, according to ANSI standard, must support the same major 
keywords, such as SELECT, UPDATE, DELETE, INSERT, WHERE and others. 
 

2.4.2 Stored Procedures 
 
A stored procedure is a precompiled collection of SQL statements stored 
under a name and processed as a unit. Stored procedures are available 
for managing SQL server and displaying information about databases and 
users. They are especially important for client-server database systems 
because storing the procedure on the server means that it is available 
to all clients. When the procedure is modified, all clients 
automatically use the new version. 
Using stored procedures also improves the performance of a 
client/server application. It works as a function in a shared library 
accessible to the database server. The stored procedures access the 
database locally and return information to client applications. It 
saves the overhead of having a remote application pass multiple SQL 
statements to the server. With a single CALL statement, a client 
application invokes the stored procedure, which then performs the 
database access work and returns the results to the client application. 
 
 
Advantages of Stored Procedures 
 
Figure 6 shows how a normal database manager application accesses a 
database located on a server. 
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                        Figure 6: Without stored procedures 
 
All database access must traverse the network, which can result in poor 
performance. Using stored procedures allows a client application to 
pass control to a procedure on the server. This allows the procedure to 
work on the database without transmitting unnecessary data across the 
network. Only those records that are actually required on the client-
side need to be sent. This gives reduced network traffic and better 
overall performance as you can see in the Figure 7. 
 

 
                         Figure 7: With stored procedures 
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Advantages: 

• Reduced network traffic 
• Improved performance of the server  
• Access to features that exist only on the database server 
• The stored procedure may have the advantage of increased memory 

and disk space if the server is so equipped 
• Additional software installed on the database server could be 

accessed by the stored procedure. 

Example of a Stored Procedure: 

The following SQL procedure is used to delete users from the x-
eDirUsers table. The procedure receives a user GUID and additionally a 
group GUID as input parameters. First the procedure checks if it was 
supplied with a group GUID or not. Depending on the outcome of this 
check, the procedure then deletes all rows in the x_eDirUsers table 
that either has a user GUID that matches the input value. Or it deletes 
all rows that has a user GUID and a group GUID that matches the input 
values.  

 CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[x_eDirUserDelete] 
 
 @userguid nvarchar(64), 
 @groupguid nvarchar(64) 
 
 AS 
 
 if (@groupguid = "") 
 begin 
 
   DELETE FROM x_eDirUsers 
   WHERE 
   userguid=@userguid 
 end 
 else 
   begin 
 
   DELETE FROM x_eDirUsers 
   WHERE 
   userguid=@userguid AND 
   groupguid=@groupguid 
 
 end 
 GO 
 

2.5 Microsoft .NET and C# 
 
We will here briefly explain the concept of .NET (dot NET) and give an 
introduction to Microsoft’s latest product for software developers. The 
programming language C# (C sharp) was used to develop this project, and 
its development environment Visual Studio. 
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2.5.1 Microsoft .NET 

  
Microsoft .NET is a powerful technology for developing Windows and Web 
applications. It consists of several programming languages such as 
Visual C# .NET, Visual Basic .NET, Visual C++ .NET, Visual J# .NET and 
frameworks such as ASP.NET.  
 
The whole .NET platform consists of a number of key components: 

• .NET Framework [14] 
• .NET Compact Framework for smart devices such as Pocket PC and 

mobile phones 
• Visual Studio .NET 
• Office 2003 System 
• XML Web Services 
• Enterprise Servers such as Windows Server 2003 

 
The .NET Framework has two main components – CLR (Common Language 
Runtime) and the .NET Framework libraries. The CLR is the execution 
engine for all .NET applications. All target computers need CLR to be 
able and run a .NET application that uses the .NET Framework. 
 
The .NET Framework also consists of CLS (Common Language 
Specification), that represents the guidelines defined for the .NET 
Framework. (Used by the Compiler developers mostly). 
 

2.5.2 Visual C# .NET 
 
For the past 20 years, C and C++, have been the most widely used 
languages for developing software. The third version from Microsoft is 
called C# (C sharp) [13] and it is a (according to Microsoft) “modern, 
object-oriented language that enables software developers to build a 
wide range of applications for the new Microsoft .NET platform”. C# is 
designed to make development of software easier and faster, but at the 
same time trying to keep the benefits of C and C++. It has a lot in 
common with the Java language and if you have programmed Java you won’t 
have to spend a whole lot of time learning C#. Some difficulties that C 
and C++ have are the fact that developers have to devote a long time 
developing and deploying an application. Also, the syntax from one 
language to another (C, C++, Visual Basic) is different. C# and .NET 
eliminates these difficulties, because all .NET languages follow the 
Common Language Specification (CLS) and target the CLR (see Section 
2.5.1 above). 
 

2.5.3 Visual Studio .NET 
 
Visual Studio .NET is a developer environment from Microsoft, and it 
provides a visual interface (see Figure 8), forms for building GUI, 
debugging and more. It comes with the .NET Framework and includes a 
suit of several programming languages such as Visual Basic, Visual C++ 
and Visual C#. 
 
Visual Studio .NET is designated to make development of software 
easier. Creating a GUI is made by a few clicks with the mouse, and code 
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is automatically formatted and colored to make it easier to read. More 
information about Visual Studio .NET can be found here: 
http://msdn.microsoft.com/vstudio/default.aspx 
 
 

 
Figure 8: screenshot from the Visual Studio environment(here using C#) 
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3 Analysis 
 
To be able to build the PIE eDirectory Module (eDir Module) there were 
a number of key-problems that needed to be solved. First and mainly 
there was the Auto-update problem that needed to be solved. Then there 
was the problem of how to store the settings needed, how to best store 
the attribute linking information and last the best LDAP search 
function to use. 

3.1 Auto-Update 
 
In order to keep the Platinatm database up to date we needed an auto 
update function. The update function is supposed to detect any changes 
in the eDirectory and feed the PIE engine with the new or updated 
information. This however could be implemented in several different 
ways, namely scheduled updates, modifytimestamp method or persistent 
search. 
 

3.1.1 Scheduled Update 
 
EBI-system thought we should implement a time-scheduled way of updates. 
Their idea was to let the system update once per night and then update 
the whole system at once. 
 
Advantages 
 

• Easy to implement. 
• No resource utilization when not updating. 
• Easy to schedule these updates when the system is utilized very 

little or not at all. 
 
Disadvantages 
 

• System not always up to date. If changes are made in eDirectory 
the change would only be visible in Platinatm after the next 
update. You cannot really rely on the displayed information on 
the Platinatm system. 

• Unnecessary work done if no changes are made to the system. 
• A lot of activity on the network and heavy CPU loads during these 

update times since for a large company there would be massive 
amounts of data to shuffle. 

• Problem with knowing if entries have been deleted. 
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3.1.2 The Modifytimestamp Method 
 
After a little consulting with the EBI-systems developers on how they 
solved this problem in other systems, using the eDirectory attribute 
modifyTimeStamp came up as an idea. This attribute is set every time 
someone modifies an object (in this case user or group objects in 
eDirectory). Every object has its own modifyTimeStamp attribute 
connected to it. One can use the search method to search for entries 
that have a modifyTimeStamp value that is higher than a certain value. 
If for example the reference value is when the last update was done, 
any entry with a modifyTimeStamp higher than the reference value would 
indicate that the entry has been changed since the last update. One 
could then schedule to run the update at a certain interval, depending 
on how often changes are done to eDirectory. 
 
Advantages 
 

• Low to no resource utilization when no changes are done to the 
system. 

• The length of the update interval is easy customized to suit 
customers needs. 

• No unnecessary work, only entries that are changed will be 
returned. 

 
Disadvantages 
 

• Cannot be used to monitor if entries are deleted. 
 

3.1.3 Persistent Search 
 
In Persistent Search we finally found a way that worked well and was 
easy to implement. We found some good examples on the Internet to 
follow and there was no problems setting this one up. 
 
Persistent search [5] [12] is a search operation that keeps going after 
the initial set of machining entries is returned. This feature lets one 
perform a search, gather the results of the search operation, and then, 
whenever an entry in the result set is modified, send a new copy of 
that entry. It is an extension to the LDAP v3 [8] search operation, and 
moves the burden of checking for updates from the client to the server. 
After a search operation (normal LDAP search operation) has been 
issued, rather than having the server return a SearchResultDone message 
at the end, the operation maintains a connection so the client can be 
updated each time an entry in the result set changes. This allows the 
client to be up to date for the entries it is interested in, or 
triggers some logic whenever an update occurs. 
 
Persistent Search has been proposed as an informational RFC in an IETF 
Internet Draft called “Persistent Search: An LDAP Change Notification 
Mechanism”. 
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Advantages 
 

• No unnecessary network traffic, only entries that are changed 
will be returned. 

• Splitting the workload between the server and client. 
• Triggered Actions. Our eDir Module only wants to take action when 

an entry in the directory is changed. A Persistent Search request 
can be used to proactively monitor one or more LDAP servers for 
changes. And when a specific change occurs, actions can be taken 
by our eDir Module. 

• Monitors all types of changes, including deletions. 
 
Disadvantages 
 

• Does not work on all LDAP servers, only on those that have this 
function implemented. 

 

3.1.4 Conclusion 
 
The choice between these three options wasn’t hard to make. While the 
two first would be really easy to implement, they had mayor 
disadvantages. 
 
The time schedule had major performance issues, and the system wouldn’t 
always be up-to-date. We really wanted a method that could update when 
the changes occurred so the system always would be up-to-date. 
 
The modifyTimeStamp method had some nice features. But without a way 
too monitor if entries were being deleted it was useless. An early idea 
to fix this was a hybrid between the time schedule method and the 
modifyTimeStamp method but even this idea was scraped quickly. 
 
The persistent search did everything we wanted the update function to 
do. Even if it had some extra requirements for it to work, and thus 
probably wouldn’t work on older systems. This was a flaw that we 
decided would have very little impact on the final product. The 
persistent search method was what we felt to be the best choice for 
this application. 
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3.2 How to Save/Load the Settings 
 
All the settings needed to run the eDir Module are set from the GUI, 
which is a program that is not directly connected with the eDir Module. 
Both are supposed to be able to operate independently from each other 
as in that the GUI does not need the eDir Module running for it to work 
or the other way around. To make that work we needed a place to store 
all the settings so that they could be accessed from both the GUI and 
the eDir Module. 
 

3.2.1 Settings File 
 
The basic method of storing things on any computer is to store it in a 
file. 
 
Advantages 
 

• Very basic when it comes to implementing. 
• Easy to backup. 

 
Disadvantages 
 

• Where to save the file. This must be “hard” coded into both the 
eDir Module and the GUI. 

 

3.2.2 Windows Register 
 
The windows register is the old method for saving settings for the GUI. 
This in combination with saving the adapter settings in a SQL database 
was used for an older adapter working with Active Directory. Settings 
as the SQL database IP number and login was stored in the Windows 
Register and used by the GUI to set up the adapter settings. 
 
Advantages 
 

• Easy to implement in C#. 
 
Disadvantages 
 

• Some users do not have access right to the windows register. 
Those users can not retrieve or store any information inside the 
register. 

• The Register can sometime behave strangely when using terminal 
services. 

• Compared to the other methods it is the slowest when retrieving 
large number of settings. 

• There is no easy way to backup the data in the register. 
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3.2.3 SQL Database 
 
Because Platinatm itself relies heavily on databases to store much of 
its information, it would be a waste of resources to not consider using 
those databases to store the eDir Module settings too. 
 
Advantages 
 

• It is the fastest method for writing/retrieving settings compared 
to the other two methods. 

• The database can be easily moved and/or saved to a backup. 
 
Disadvantages 
 

• The extra requirement of an SQL database. 
 

3.2.4 Conclusion 
 
After a conversation with EBI-Systems developers, they strongly advised 
us not to use the Windows Registry based on their own experience using 
it in past applications. Instead they told us that the wisest choice 
was to setup and use a SQL database for the purpose. They also told us 
that everywhere this eDir Module will be used there will be a SQL 
database because the PIE uses one, canceling the disadvantage. That 
made our choice very easy; it fell on the SQL database. 
 

3.3 Mapping of the Attributes 
 
To be able to determine which attributes that are to be send into the 
PIE, we had to come up with a way to store which attribute is connected 
to what. Every attribute that is in the eDirectory can be linked to 
zero, one or more attributes in PIE. Zero in this case means that the 
user can choose what attributes to use and especially not to use from 
eDirectory. Some attributes from eDirectory might not fill any useful 
purpose in the PIE. The mappings between eDirectory attributes and the 
PIE are made by a user with the help from our GUI, and are saved in a 
SQL database. To be able to access and use those in an efficient way, 
we had to find a good way to store them in the eDir Module. 
 
The solution was a so-called Hash table. It is a fast, sorted list of 
paired values. Utilizing a ‘key’ to accessing the ‘value’ stored in the 
list. One key can only have one value, but several keys can have the 
same value. With the PIE attribute as the ‘key’ and the eDirectory 
attribute as ‘value’, we had our paired values. 
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3.4 Synchronous or Asynchronous Searches 
 
As described earlier in the report (2.2.4 Synchronous / Asynchronous 
search) the different searches are best used for certain purposes. The 
Persistent search, which is a significant part of the eDir Module, is 
an extension of the asynchronous search. This is the only type of 
asynchronous search that are used inside the eDir Module. Which is a 
good thing because all results that are returned need to be processed 
and then forwarded to the PIE as soon as they arrive. All other 
searches are of the synchronous type, either due to the number of 
projected search results or the lack of post processing that is needed. 
The choices are done strictly on the basis of performance. 
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4 Design 
 
After our information gathering and analysis we were ready to go deeper 
into the design of the PIE eDirectory Module (eDir Module). We divide 
this chapter into three major sections, the PIE eDirectory Module (eDir 
Module), the GUI and the Database. 
 

4.1 PIE eDirectory Module (eDir Module) 
 
We divided up our module into different classes according to the 
functionality within them, one class each for the communication toward 
the LDAP, the SQL server, one class for the logger and last the main 
class that connects them and contains the auto-update engine. 
 
This design stayed the same for the greater part of the thesis, but the 
internal design of the classes was changed more than once during the 
development. Changes where made due to new information, new 
requirements, optimization or new ideas that we wanted to test. The 
final design can be viewed in Figure 9. 
 
  

 
Figure 9: A UML diagram over the eDir Module and its classes 
 

4.1.1 Main Class (eDirConnector) 
This is the class that contains the auto-update engine and handles all 
communication towards the PIE. It extends a base class called 
Connector. This base class provides some basic functions, for 
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communication with the PIE, and is more or less an interface that all 
adapters have to extend and implement. 

4.1.2 LDAP 
This is a wrapper class used to extend and simplify LDAP communication. 
It contains all functions that handle LDAP objects and searches. 

4.1.3 SQL 
This is a class that handles all SQL communication. 

4.1.4 Logg 
This is our own logging device, used for getting a more detailed log 
over the behavior of the eDir Module. The PIE already has a log-method, 
but it is only used for critical errors and faults. We wanted something 
to log a bit more in detail so the user would be able to follow how the 
module worked, and be able to check how long some parts take to run. 
 
 

4.2 The GUI 
 
In the start of this thesis the GUI was to be considered an extra 
feature, and thus we did not put any effort into a GUI design. 
But as the work on the module progressed, the need for a GUI increased 
to a point where we did not have any other choice but to make one. 
Because of this the GUI design is a bit crude. The initial layout of 
the GUI was taken from EBI-systems previous work with Active Directory. 
This due to the fact that we wanted it to follow the same layout as 
previously GUI’s from EBI-Systems and that we at this point did not 
have enough time to create a layout from scratch.  
 
The GUI is supposed to be the tool to configure all the settings the 
module needs in order to execute properly. All those settings are 
stored in/retrieved from the same SQL database that the rest of the 
Platinatm uses.  
 
The GUI was divided up into 3 stages, or pages (for more details see 
the Appendix part B). We also made the GUI wizard style for ease of 
use. 
 
The first page, shown in Figure 10, handles the initial settings such 
as connection information to the SQL server and Novell eDirectory. Here 
lies also all the general behavior settings such as the ability to do 
more extensive logging of the modules work. Due to the importance of 
the connection settings the user cannot progress to page two without 
having filled in those settings and having the GUI confirm them. 
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                    Figure 10: Login-page of the GUI, SQL and eDirectory settings. 
 
 
The second page, shown in Figure 11, lets the user choose what 
eDirectory attribute should be linked, and to what PIE attribute it 
should be linked. Links are represented by arrows pointing from the 
eDirectory attribute towards the PIE attribute. The actual linking is 
done by drag-n-drop. This feature is here because there are no really 
static attributes in eDirectory, and a user/group can have any number 
of custom attributes. This made it impossible to hardcode which 
eDirectory attribute that is linked to which PIE attribute. One 
positive side effect of our solution was that only the linked 
attributes are saved in the Platinatm database, saving both space and 
bandwidth. 
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                    Figure 11: Look of the arrow function in the GUI 
 
 
On the third and last page, Figure 12, comes the choice of what groups 
and which users should be synchronized into the Platinatm database. This 
feature was necessary because of that a Novel eDirectory can contain 
several hundred users and groups, and one might only want to 
synchronize a small number of them into Platinatm. 
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                    Figure 12: Overview of the Users/Groups Synchronization. 
 
 
When all settings have be made and the GUI exited, then the eDir Module 
can be started from the PIE and begin its work. 
 

4.3 The Database 
 
A total of three tables were needed to fill our requirements for the 
eDir Module. We only use these to store information and no table has 
any relationships with the others. 
 
In Figure 13 we can see the x_eDirGroup table. It contains Groupname, 
DN and GUID-number. It’s used to give the PIE information about the 
groups that are to be synchronized into its own database. 
 

 
 Figure 13: x_eDirGroup table layout 
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The second table, in Figure 14, contains the information about which 
attribute from Novell eDirectory that is linked to which PIE attribute. 
It also tells if an attribute has been given a prefix or suffix. This 
table is called x_eDirMapping and contains table (refers to if it is a 
person or group attribute), attribute (eDirectory attribute), Column 
(Platinatm Attribute), Prefix and Suffix (that can be added by during 
setup of the module).  
 

 

 
           Figure 14: x_eDirMapping table layout 

 
The third table, x_eDirUsers in Figure 15, contains DN, UserGUID and 
GroupGUID and is used to give the PIE information about what users to 
synchronize and to what group(if any) they belong. 

 

 
Figure 15: x_eDirUsers table layout 
 
Every table contains a set of stored procedures for inserting, 
deleting, updating and retrieving information. 
We also have a set of stored procedures for some tables that belong to 
the PIE to be able to store and edit some settings for our module.  
 
We also have a fourth database table that we use, and this belongs to 
the PIE. But due to the kind of information it contains, we can neither 
show what it stores or how it is designed. This due to the 
confidentiality agreement that we are bound by for this thesis. 
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5 Implementation 
 
During the course of this project the design was altered a lot and so 
was much of the code, mostly due to optimization changes and things we 
had not thought of in the beginning. Optimization is one thing that we 
put a lot of effort into since the system it is supposed to run on 
initially contains a lot of information (over 10.000 Users), and we 
wanted this module to work as smoothly and efficient as possible right 
from the start.  

5.1 The Code and Environment in General 
 
A lot of problems during the development of this module came from not 
fully understanding the Visual Studio Environment. A whole lot of 
things can be done in this and don’t have to be coded directly, 
especially when building the GUI part and all of its settings. For 
example, when enabling certain objects that have been added to the GUI 
(that we forgot sometimes and that gave us some really bad headaches). 
But when understanding the environment and knowing what one can do, 
then it is a powerful tool indeed. 
 
Microsoft has been very proud about the .NET environment and has said 
that the past DLL problems would now be solved forever. We discovered 
that this was far from the truth. We had big problems with DLL-
references that stopped working suddenly on numerous occasions, and to 
solve it we had to delete all references and then add them again. This 
was a really annoying bug that all of a sudden everything stopped 
working. EBI-systems has during its development in this environment 
discovered the same problems. 
 

5.2 Novell eDirectory Test-Station 
 
To be able to test our ideas and see how Novell eDirectory really 
works, and then especially the LDAP protocol, we had to set up and 
configure a test station. EBI-systems had a system installed but had 
some problems with this when we visited them. And reaching it from 
Luleå meant we would have to set up a VPN-tunnel. We decided to set up 
our own station at home. For this we used an old Pentium 2 350 MHz 
machine with 512 Mb RAM. We got a temporary license for eDirectory from 
Novell’s homepage and downloaded the latest version (8.7.3). 
 
To be able to configure the Novell eDirectory, we installed the 
ConsoleOne program from Novell. With this program we where able to, in 
an easy manner, add Users and groups. We also created an organization 
tree for testing purposes. From this we built a simple tree, with some 
organizations, groups and users, as you can see in Figure 16. 
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                   Figure 16: Overview of our tree in ConsoleOne 
 

 

5.3 LDAP Wrapper Class 
 
We started the implementation phase with the LDAP part, the part that 
handles all the calls to Novell eDirectory. Here we used the Novell 
LDAP.dll [4] to aid our work. Our task was to implement information 
transfer of users and groups from eDirectory but we built this part so 
it would be easy to extract more information from the Novell eDirectory 
in the future if wanted. Since we had a test-station up and running, we 
where able to test by trial and error, and in this way, we managed to 
understand the LDAP part towards Novell eDirectory rather quickly.  
 

5.4 The eDir Module 
 
After we got a working LDAP part, we started the eDir Module work 
itself. Here we would make the whole chain work, from extracting 
information from eDirectory to inserting it into the PIE.  
 

5.4.1 Problems With eDirectory Information-Flow 

 
We discovered that we didn’t get the reply’s we expected from 
eDirectory. We didn’t get all of the attributes as we should, and it 
took a while to find the very simple solution.  
 
It was all a question of what to send with a search. We sent a ’*’ as 
trigger in the search string, but should have sent a ’*’ and a ’+’ 
together. All we got with the ’*’ was a small part of all the 
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attributes. With ‘*’ the server did not send back the hidden 
attributes, and we wanted to get a hold of all the attributes that 
eDirectory had to offer.  
 

5.4.2 Static Coding is Bad 

 
After we had a working module running (our primary goal was to get it 
working first and then optimize it), we started to look into how it 
worked. We wanted too see if we could optimize anything and if our 
solutions were good enough for its purpose. 
 
One thing we discovered was that we had made our module very static by 
hard coding the attributes that could be linked between Novell 
eDirectory and PIE, which meant that if EBI-systems would add or change 
some attributes in their system in the future, the customers would have 
to upgrade their version. The module would have to be changed within 
the code to apply the PIE changes.  
 
This was changed into a more dynamic way of use, which reads the 
attributes from the Platinatm settings files and in that way ensures 
that our module will adopt any modification done to the attributes in 
Platinatm too. 
 
 

5.4.3 SQL-Functions 
 
During this development stage we also inserted our SQL functions. All 
settings, links and what to synchronize was to be saved in a database. 
For this we had to learn how to set up tables and stored procedures. 
Our biggest concern was how to use Stored Procedures in an efficient 
way.  
 

5.4.4 Persistent Search 
 
We discovered that the Persistent Search method by default cuts the 
search after 1000 hits. We came across this information when reading on 
Novell’s forums looking for information about a completely different 
subject.  
 
This was, however, an easy effort to change and make it take an 
indefinite number of search results. Big companies or organizations 
could have up to 10.000 users and more so cutting a search result after 
1000 hits wasn’t really acceptable. 
 

5.4.5 Alpha-Release  

 
We had a working alpha-version of the module by now, and we delivered 
this to EBI-systems. They could then start the integration and test on 
their own. While this was done we continued to work on optimizations, 
error-handling and minor bug fixes.  
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From here a simple documentation of the GUI was developed (Appendix A) 
and more commenting of the code was added.  
 

5.4.6 Login Problems Using SSL/TSL  
 
A number of bug problems were discovered during this time, and we had 
to rewrite a lot of code during the last couple of weeks of the planned 
duration of this thesis. The first bug problem was about the login to 
an eDirectory server. In Novell eDirectory there are two ways to login 
to the LDAP, plaintext or SSL/TSL. And since plaintext has no security 
what so ever we needed to get SSL/TSL login working for the customer of 
EBI-Systems. 
 
When we started the work on this adapter LDAP library did not have any 
support for SSL operations, but during our work Novell managed to 
release a new version with built-in support for SSL operations. 
Unfortunately, there where some bug problems when running eDirectory on 
Windows platforms. So we still couldn’t use SSL/TSL login. The problem 
is in the Mono Security Libraries that the ldap.dll depends on for its 
SSL/TLS operations. Novell is working on this problem, but at the time 
of this report being written no release had been made. Therefore we 
have not included any SSL/TSL support in the code for our module, and 
this means that it will only work if an eDirectory has its TLS turned 
off (to allow plain-text logins). This proved to be a problem for EBI-
systems customers but a problem that is out of our hands. We believe 
that the only option EBI-systems has in this matter is to either see to 
it that their customers enable plain-text logins for the moment or they 
will have to wait until Novell has released a new version of their Mono 
Security Libraries. And since plaintext login is a bad choice, the best 
solution is to get in contact with Novell and ask them how fast a fix 
for this problem can be out. 
 
This is an obvious future work issue that needs to be dealt with as 
soon as Novell has fixed the Mono Security issues, because using plain-
text login to the eDirectory server is not at all safe and not 
recommended. 
 

5.4.7 Error-Messages  
 
While EBI-Systems now tested the eDir Module out they got some strange 
error-messages on their own eDirectory server (worked with our own), 
and we found out that the LDAP-library didn’t contain any useful error 
handling messages, only error-codes.  
 
To get around this issue we implemented all the error-codes in the eDir 
Module and wrote readable, understandable messages to the around 100 
error-message-codes that the LDAP-library contained. It was now easier 
for EBI-systems and ourselves to be able and understand the recent and 
future error-messages.  
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5.4.8 Database Errors Due to Updated PIE 
 
Another problem that arose was the fact that while we where building 
our eDir Module, EBI-systems on their side, continued their development 
with the PIE. This led to some errors due to the fact that they 
sometimes altered the database structure and code in the PIE that made 
our own module stop working. The eDir Module gather information from 
the PIE and when EBI-systems made changes in these database tables, we 
had to alter our own code. 
 
 

5.5 The GUI 
During the development of the GUI we encountered two main problems. 
The first one was that the arrows on page 2 showing the connection 
between eDirectory attributes and PIE attributes. Second was that we 
wanted a good usability in our GUI. That gave us some problems. 

5.5.1 Arrows  
 
We had some problems with the arrows in the GUI. The arrows show to 
which PIE attribute the eDirectory attributes are linked. At first we 
could not get it to work, and it took some help from EBI-systems for us 
to figure this one out.  
 
It was as simple as an attribute in the Visual Studio Environment we 
had forgotten to enable. And this was not the first time that happened 
during our work in the Visual Studio Environment. It is very easy to 
forget, and one really has to think about this when developing GUI’s in 
the Visual Studio environment. 
 
These arrows function as drag and drop. Left click on a Novell 
eDirectory attribute drag the pointer to the PIE attribute you want 
this to be linked towards and then release the button. An arrow will be 
painted between these to show that they are linked together, and to 
remove it just right-click and choose “Remove link” in the pop-up menu 
that appears. 
 

5.5.2 Usability 
 
We also had some problems with the usability of our GUI. By usability 
we mean for example: graying out boxes that should not be used for the 
moment and changing the mouse pointer to show when the program is busy 
or not. EBI-Systems didn’t require this but we felt that it was needed 
anyway. Showing the user, what he can do and what is happening all the 
time is to us an important factor when building GUI’s.  
 
Only minor problems occurred such as the fact that we had a Wait-Cursor 
bug that appeared in the GUI. It did not disappear until we chose 
something by clicking on it. It had to do with the order of the code in 
some sections, but we where able to locate this rather fast. 
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GUI’s are in general very easy to accomplish in the Visual Studio 
environment, and this phase went very smoothly except for these small 
problems. 
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6 Conclusion and Future Work 
In this chapter we do an analysis of our own work, what we could have 
done better and what we have learned from all of this. But we begin by 
bringing up some things we think can be done in the future and our 
thoughts about future projects from our side. 

6.1 Future Work 
 
For the future, our module already has support to add the extraction of 
more information than only users and groups if needed. It is a simple 
task to add search strings for other types of information within the 
code.  
 
We also think, as with any good project, that if there is to be an 
upgrade, we would rewrite the whole program. This due to the fact that 
we now know what they really wanted from the start. We believe that we 
would be able to write the module to be more efficient and better 
organized. For example, our main loop is only running as one thread, 
but it should be possible to divide it into several and thus enhance 
its efficiency. Also, if we where to write it today, we would be able 
to get it to work in SSL/TSL. This would be done by ignoring the 
present ldap.dll and write our own LDAP-library. It would mean more 
work, but in the end better functionality. It would also mean that we 
would not be dependant on other people’s work, to get our own adapter 
to work as it should. 
 
We learned that even if you get a program to work well, there is always 
something you want to improve, but you have to weigh this against time 
and effort. Sometime the improvements have to stop, and we drew the 
line when we had a fully working program. 
 

6.2 Conclusion 
As a conclusion to this thesis we analyze our own work and go through 
what we have learned during this time. We begin by examining our pre-
work that is the background and design work. We then look at the 
construction part of the eDir Module and where it stands today. We then 
finish off with taking a look at our project as a whole. 

6.2.1 Pre-Work  
 
When analyzing our own work during these past months, we realize that 
we could, or even should, have done a lot of more pre-work and a 
requirements specification. We only had some specific requirements to 
begin with. We should have spent more time structuring a complete 
requirements specification and done so together with EBI-Systems. The 
information we received from them was not enough for us, and it cost a 
lot of time recoding and rethinking the program. But it might have been 
hard to do in the beginning too, since neither of us really knew what 
could be done and how. All we had was a little idea of the end-result. 
Programming under these circumstances is sometimes time-consuming. 
 
Looking into the mirror, we also should have demanded better feedback 
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from EBI-Systems to our progress on the eDir Module. It would have made 
our work a little easier, and perhaps given us some better ideas in the 
beginning of the work. We also should have put more of our work down in 
Skellefteå since we, at the end, had some huge problems getting some 
parts of the eDir Module to work on our laptop. For everything to work 
as it should we had to be connected to EBI-systems Intranet on location 
down in Skellefteå. If we had spent our last weeks down there, we would 
have saved a lot of time. 
 

6.2.2 The eDir Module 
 
A lot of code had to be rewritten due to better ideas or optimized 
solutions. The database structure we did “on-the-fly” since we in the 
beginning, didn’t really know what we needed to save or where. We 
didn’t think we really needed to save anything, just shuffle the 
information around and send it into the PIE. But today we know better. 
Without learning about stored procedures and how they work, we are 
convinced that the program would have been less efficient and more 
time-consuming when executing its operations. 
 
One thing that didn’t turn out as we wanted was the built in log-
device. We had some grand ideas for it. But due to lack of time and in 
the end the lack of real usefulness for the device, we stopped working 
on it. We gave the time to the eDir Module itself instead. We had good 
use of the logger when testing the module, but we seriously doubt that 
it will be of any use to the company. Nevertheless, it is there and can 
be an aid to find future bugs or be expanded to be of more use. 
 
We also believe that our error-handling could be more refined. Due to 
the lack of possible testing in a real and large system, we feel that 
our own testing and error-searching methods might be inadequate 
compared to a real system. We had our own system, but it did not come 
close to being the same as a fully functioning system running at a 
larger customer.  
 
But considering the time-line and distances, we had no opportunity to 
test our module on a live system and had to leave this in the hands of 
EBI-systems during the summer. To be able and test it at a real system, 
the programmers at EBI-system had to integrate the eDir Module into 
their PIE. But it was hard to do any tests anyway, considering that the 
Mono-Security module still had a bug that denied us the opportunity to 
test the functions on a SSL/TSL enabled system at all. 
 

6.2.3 The eDir Module Today  
 
The eDir Module has not been fully implemented yet. EBI-Systems have 
had some bugs while trying to get it to work at their customer. 
The first has to do with the mono-security as mentioned before in the 
report and the second issue is the LDAP server and its settings. The 
eDir Module requires LDAP v.3 to run with Persistent Search enabled, 
and as far as we have been told one of these two (or both) is wrong at 
EBI-systems customer server. But since they have other projects to 
handle at the same time, they have put this on ice for a while. Because 
of this, we haven’t been able to get any kind of feed-back about how 
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the eDir Module works in a real system.  
 

6.2.4 Conclusion  
 
We believe we got some invaluable insights in the making of computer 
software. We also got the opportunity to try SQL and stored procedures, 
two well known and well used components in the making of computer 
software today, but something that Luleå Tekniska Universitet lacks 
when it comes to education. We found that the difference between C# and 
Java wasn’t that big, and if you have coded in one of them, you will 
learn the other rather fast. Hopefully this little module will do a 
good job for the customers of EBI-systems, and we hope that all 
involved are at least pleased with our efforts.  
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Appendix 
 

A Documentation over the GUI  
 
Installation 
 
This is a simple documentation over the graphical user interface that 
belongs to the eDirectory adapter for the PIE. Here you will manage the 
settings that are needed for the adapter to be able and work properly. 
 
Step 1 (of 3): 
 
This is what you will see when you start the GUI part for the 
eDirectory adapter. The first thing you will have to do is fill out the 
SQL Server settings for the adapter to be able and connect to it. When 
you press “Connect” it will make a small test to see if the connection 
works and if it does, the color of the button will change to green. 
Until it is green, you will not be able to do anything else with this 
GUI.  
Database-field refers to the name of the database. 
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After you have filled in the SQL Server settings and they have been 
verified, You must now fill out the eDirectory Server settings.  
Here you can also state if you want to do a Full Synchronization at 
startup. This means that the adapter will take the data from the whole 
eDirectory and put it into the PIE when it starts. If this is the first 
time, it is advisable to run a full synchronization, to update the PIE. 
 
 

 
 
 

If the settings are ok the button will change to green, but here you 
have the choice to fill out new information and do a reconnect if you 
such as, for example, to change user. 
 
Here you also have the option to enable the built-in log-device in the 
eDirectory adapter. You can either choose a path where to put the log-
file or ignore the choice and let it create the file on the default 
location (which is where the application is run from). 
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Now it should look something like the figure below and we are now ready 
to move on to the next step, which is done by pressing “Next”. 
. 
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Step 2:  
 
In step 2 you will be choosing what attributes in Novell eDirectory 
that should be linked and to what PIE-attribute it should be linked. 
This needs to be chosen for both Users and Groups.  
 
Example:  
First off all choose a User that has a lot of rights (for the purpose 
of having as many eDirectory attributes to choose between as possible) 
or a Group. 
You want the eDirectory attribute “description” to be linked to the PIE 
attribute “descp”.  
Now left click with your mouse on the left column (eDirectory 
attributes) and drag the cursor over to the right column. Put the 
cursor over the “descp” and release the mouse button. An arrow will now 
appear, showing that these two attributes have been linked togheter. To 
remove an attribute just right-click on the rights side column and 
chose “Delete link”. 
Here you will also have the choice to add a prefix or suffix to the 
attribute-values. This is done by right-clicking an attribute on the 
right column (PIE attributes) and then choosing “add prefix” or “add 
suffix”. 
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Step 3: 
 
In this last step you will choose what groups and/or what users that 
you want to be synchronized in PIE. 
“Users in groups” will list the groups in the left column and the users 
for respectively group in the right column. 
“Users not in groups” will list all Users not in a group. 
 
When you have chosen, press ”Finish” and the GUI part will be done. 
 

 
 

 
 

 




